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WELCOME to HYDERTALES
In the second issue of the Spring 2017 semester, we are
focusing on the travel adventures of our fellow students.
India is vast in both geography and culture and discovering more of India through travel has been an eye-opening
experience. Hope you enjoy!
- Shreya and Hannah
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Learning Languages!
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Gary’s Favorite Urdu word: ( قافتاiteefaq)
Translation: Coincidence
Why It’s His Favorite: He couldn’t ever
remember the meaning...
Hannah’s Favorite Hindi word: आसमान
(aasmaan) Translation: Sky
Why It’s Her Favorite: It sounds so powerful and would be a great name. I learned
it from someone in Nagpur under a huge
starry sky, so it brings back good memories.
Suzette’s Favorite Hindi word: जिंदगी (zindagi)
Translation: Life
Why It’s Her Favorite: The way it sounds and
there’s a film with the song - Love You Zindagi

Oscar’s Favorite Hindi word: आजादी (aajaadee) Translation: Freedom
Why It’s His Favorite: “It sounds pretty chill.”
Daniela’s Favorite Hindi Word: तु (tu)
Translation: Familiar, personal form of you
Why It’s Her Favorite: It also means you in
Spanish
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Travel: Jaipur
by Lynzi Hammett

Jaipur was absolutely beautiful. At the beginning of March, it was still much cooler
than Hyderabad, with temperatures in the
low 60s at night. We visited the Johari Bazaar, danced with a wedding in the streets,
explored inside of the Hawa Mahal, told
time on the world’s largest sundial, and had
coconuts by the Jah Mahal.
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My favorite part of the trip was
the elephant sanctuary! Elefun
is a nonprofit elephant sanctuary that focuses on the care of
the elephants. There we fed them
some leafy greens, painted them
with organic paint used during
Holi, and rode them around their
home.

The best part of the experience was
getting to bond and make connections with the elephants before
climbing up their trunks onto their
backs. It doesn’t hurt them, but they
will only allow you to do it if you
make a connection first.
My best advice for Jaipur is to take your time and enjoy the city - it’s impossible to do everything in one weekend, so enjoy your time and have
great adventures!

Travel: Alleppey
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Colors of Kerala: Blue

by Daniela Duron Garcia

Blue, the color of Alleppey’s beaches. Its beautiful blue waters captivated me from that first glance I stole as we checked into our rooms. And
though I felt my eyes had deceived me, my initial awe was confirmed
when I was finally able to sink my feet in the soft sand and rest my gaze
on the crests and troughs of the waves.

The mesmerizing blue swayed and stared right back at me. With arms
stretched out, the ocean was inviting and warm. An overwhelming blue,
stretching far beyond what my eyes could see. I felt small, but the blue
was reassuring, convincing me to trust in its embrace.
Slowly, enjoying this peaceful moment, I walked in. Fully immersed in
the blissful blue, everything and everyone seemed to vanish.
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Travel: Munnar
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Colors of Kerala: Green
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by Daniela Duron Garcia

Green. I have always loved you. And now that I’ve met the luscious
green tea plantations of Munnar, my love for you has deepened.
How can one color evoke so much happiness? My heart filled to the brim with joy as
our jeep explored the curves of the mountains and you shone through. Wherever the
Sun touched, there you were. Yellow-green,
red-green, bright green, forest green. Refreshing, alluring, playful—green, you are the
color of life. A miracle that no one understands, but desperately fights for.
Surrounded by your beauty
and liveliness, I breathed easily
and eagerly took you in, hoping to keep you and all the feelings aroused within me forever.
Green, there lies in you a pureness unlike any other I have
known.

Blessed are those that get lost in your leaves; blessed, as I have been, to
receive your kiss.

excerpts from:

Hampi: The Place to Be in
1500 CE
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by James Benjamin Foster

I’m sitting in the cramped upper compartment of the
Sunday-night Hyderabad Express - hearing the happy
voices of my fellow travelers, feeling the warm glow of
a light sunburn, and feeling hopeful and confident after
my first month in the subcontinent.
Departing on the midnight express to Karnataka on
Thursday night, my trip to Hampi has been a hazy blurbut has inspired me more than I ever expected. Departing on the midnight express to Karnataka on Thursday
night, my trip to Hampi has been a hazy blur- but has
inspired me more than I ever expected. After a quiet
night laughing with my new friends, I settled in to the
best train ride Indian Central can provide… a bumpy
and jolting ride that resembles sailing in a thunderstorm. However, for a 2000-rupee fare (about $30) for
900 km of travel with a bed and AC - Indian Central is
a fantastic way to get around without wasting too much
time, spending too much money, or being cramped and
sad. It also provides you with a space to talk and interact with your friends in comfort, unlike a road vehicle
or a plane.

Anyway, enough about trains! They’re awesome, but you
came here to read about my journey to Hampi! We arrived
in Hospet, Hampi around 11AM Friday morning and were
quickly shuffled through the crowded station onto the SHT
Travels bus that would become our home away from home
for the weekend. After a quick trip on SHT, we arrived
at the Vijayashree Resort. This beautiful former palace,
frequented by affluent tourists to Hampi, is a lush, green,
gardened paradise, full of birds and music. This veritable
nirvana on earth contrasts sharply with the farms and
slums that surround the large stone wall of Vijayshree on
all sides.
After being served freshly squeezed strawberry juice and
receiving a blessing from one of the staff, we reentered SHT
to visit the ancient site of Hampi. The ancient capital of the
fantastic South Indian empire of Vijayanagara, Hampi was
sacked in the 17th century during the Muslim subjugation
of the Deccan peninsula. Outside of a massive Shivite temple and the hamlet of Hospet, the entire city endures as a
World Heritage Site and provides a massive, well-preserved
glimpse into the India of bygone days. The first day we visited an ancient palace and a few temples before retiring to
‘The Mango Tree’ - the most popular traditional restaurant,
located deep in the winding recesses of the old city bazaar.
After a wonderful lunch served out on fresh banana leaves,
we explored the incredible, hippie-filled bazaar before returning to SHT. Filled with thieving monkeys, lawless street
children, and incredibly persistent street salesmen, the
crowded, scorching streets on Hampi are not for the faint of
heart. Be sure to bring plenty of water and watch your back
in this landlocked and arid plateau that contains some of
the most beautiful, well-preserved historical pieces in all of
South India.
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Waking up the next morning to hot chai and a delicious breakfast of Poha, Dosa, Idli, and various sweet curries- we embarked for our first major excursion; Mahtanga Hill, home to an ancient temple of a folk incarnation of Vishnu. This intimidating hill of massive boulders towers over old city Hampi like some sort of beacon
to the heavens- and looking up at it, I was excited to get my climbing shoes on and summit. After a grueling
half-hour trek along jagged ridges and winding staircases along deep crevices, we encountered a small red
and white door off the edge of the path, leading into a cleft in the mountain. Being of the adventurous sort, we
ventured into the gap, and found a small room with a long-abandoned shrine. About to turn back, we noticed a
small opening on the back wall that led into another chamber. After many twists and a dozen chambers, we entered a small room with a phallic shrine and a path leading through an impossibly small gap to the under-summit of the mountain. Squeezing our packs through the hole, we emerged on the other side to an incredible
view of the old city bazaar stretching out in front of us, and our ears were filled with the myriad sounds of
noontime calls to prayer, merchants haggling their wares, and the occasional lost waterfowl squawking past our
heads. With beautiful blue skies and a light breeze, this vista was enough to make us forget about the repressive
afternoon heat that sends the entire country into siesta around 2:00 PM. Finally making our way to the summit, we could see the length of the Pampa winding through the bright green of the endless banana plantations,
the burnt color of the massive towers of boulder- thrown into position by the ancient monkey kings during
a long-forgotten struggle, and the soft sand of the arid plateau-dotted with massive temple complexes, long,
winding stone avenues marking the bazaars of kingdoms of years past.

From the top of the mountain, drenched in the sweat of the climb, our party decided to descend to the banks of
the Pampa and take a ride on a traditional dinghy-like boat called a coracle. After a refreshing ride and a brief
respite in the shade of the river birches, we ventured back to the bazaar for the afternoon and purchased several
fantastic items before returning to the resort for a traditional South Indian Dolu Kunitha dance performance
followed by a Rajasthani meal of food items I am unfamiliar with and unable to pronounce. Enjoying our last
night at the resort with a visit to the pool and some late night Hindi cartoons and comedy shows we prepared
for our remaining day of traveling.
On our final day, we loaded up early into SHT and travelled to the sleepy hamlet of Anegundi. Along the banks
of the Pampa river, this beautiful village is tree-filled and quiet - a welcome change from the desert heat of
Hampi. After a brief tour of the town and the major temple on a cliff overlooking the river, we visited a banana-leaf craft shop that gives local village women jobs turning discarded banana leaves into rope for crafts.
After buying a wonderful hat to accompany me on my travels, we retired to a beautiful, shady enclosure on the
north side of town for a homemade lunch. Our bellies full and the afternoon heat oppressive, we ventured into
the river floodplains to visit the ‘underwater’ temple of 64 pillars built by the founder of Anegundi and many of
the more ‘recent’ structures of Hampi - the 16th century king Sri Krishna Devaraya. After an afternoon visit to
a high boulder-filled mountain plain scattered with Neolithic cave paintings, we departed the wonderful village
of Anegundi to return to the bustling, hippie-filled confines of Hampi and caught the 6:00 train to Lingampally
station.
An adventure-packed two days, my trip to Hampi only wet my appetite for more travels. My mind filled with
thoughts of new friends, travel plans, and the dread of Monday morning classes, the violent rocking of the train
is beginning to beckon me to sleep. Hyderabad, here I come.
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Thanks for reading!

Student Projects!
Many of the CIEE students are cultivating creative projects to archive their time here in India. Check them out
online using the web addresses below!
James’ blog: https://hydertales.wordpress.com/
Anjel’s blog: https://anjelarticulated.com/
Anecia’s YouTube channel: Necee E.
Anecia’s Snapchat: @aneciae
Lynzi’s India Instagram account: @lynzigoestoindia
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